[Cerebral evoked potentials and semantic categorization].
Cerebral evoked potentials represent variations in the electrical activity of the nervous system, excited by a sensory stimulus and which are recorded on the surface. They may be classified as endogenous or exogenous. Amongst the late endogenous evoked potentials (EEP) we may emphasize N400 which seems to represent the linguistic management wave, particularly for semantics. To observe the EEP recorded throughout the process of carrying out a task involving sequential semantic categorization. Nine healthy subjects carried out a task based on a paradigm of sequential reaction time (RT), similar to that designed by us in 1994. The data recorded were the RT and EEP at the level of the electrodes Fz, Cz and Pz in five lots of stimuli (in the first four lots the same list of words were repeated and in the fifth and final lot a different, new list appeared). It was seen that only N400 varied during the procedure. This variation was related to familiarity with the task. That is to say that the amplitude of N400 was reduced when the same words were repeated and increased when new words appeared for semantic classification. The reduction in parallel, although not significant for RT, allowed the reduction in N400 alone to be followed whilst the task was carried out. It may be the electrophysiological marker of the process of learning semantic categorization.